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INTRODUCTION 

In the Winter of 2022, the Oregon Department of Education (ODE) partnered with Oregon’s 
Kitchen Table (OKT) to conduct a broad and inclusive statewide community engagement 
process related to Oregon’s high school graduation requirements. ODE used the input gathered 
during that process to inform a set of recommendations to the legislature regarding high school 
graduation requirements. Responding directly to community input, ODE recommended that the 
legislature add a future planning course and a personal financial education course to the required 
curriculum. In 2023, the Oregon Legislature passed Senate Bill 3, which required a 0.5 credit in 
both: 1) Personal Financial Education; and 2) Higher Education and Career Path Skills as part of 
the 24 credit requirement for an Oregon Diploma. 

Between December 2023 and April 2024, the Oregon Department of Education again partnered 
with Oregon’s Kitchen Table (OKT) inform the development of instructional standards for these 
two requirements, with a particular focus on students who have experienced educational 
disparities. ODE and OKT recognized that, while there was broad agreement across racial, 
religious, economic, and geographic differences that both financial literacy and future planning 
skills are essential to Oregon youth, there might be significant differences in how those skills are 
conceived of and applied. In particular, there is a risk that dominant culture or middle-class 
values and assumptions might overshadow the needs of some students and families, particularly 
economically vulnerable students and students and families who are often not heard from in 
traditional processes. 

With all that in mind, OKT staff and organizers conducted 13 individual interviews and held 10 
community conversations across the state, including following up with many people who were 
part of the prior engagement process for Senate Bill 744. It was important and meaningful for 
many participants to hear what had happened with their earlier input and to be invited into this 
next phase of shaping high school graduation requirements. 

We heard from both youth and adults who support youth from communities whose students have 
experienced educational disparities, including youth and adults serving youth who self-identify 
as: 

● LGBTQIA2S+ 
● An Immigrant and/or refugee 
● A youth whose parents are or were incarcerated 
● A youth who is involved in a variety of systems (including residential treatment, juvenile 

justice, and long term care facilities) 
● An English learner 
● Black, Latinx, and/or Filipino 
● Experiencing a disability 
● Having experienced or experience houselessness 

Participants in these conversations offered a wide range of experiences and ideas related to and 
about personal finance education and future planning. Though we heard many suggestions, this 
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summary focuses on the ideas most directly related to ODE’s immediate need to develop 
standards and schools’ and districts’ need to create curriculum. 

BROAD VALUES AND CONCERNS 

As mentioned above, there is broad agreement that Oregon students need more preparation to 
navigate a world full of large, often-intimidating systems and complex decision-making. During 
the 2022 engagement, students, teachers, and family members spontaneously identified financial 
literacy and future planning as areas where students could use more information, engagement, 
and support. 

This winter, when asked about the details of what precisely Oregon students should be required 
to learn, it became clear that Oregon students are starting in vastly different places and that they 
need a variety of things to confidently enter the next phase of their lives. Despite those different 
starting places, almost everyone we spoke with supported the new requirements. 

Most people agreed school is a good place to learn financial and future planning skills and many 
of the adults we talked with shared stories about similar classes that had benefited them or 
regrets about entering the world without the benefit of classes like these. Several people– 
particularly those from immigrant families or from families experiencing generational poverty– 
emphasized that schools can provide information that families might not otherwise teach at 
home. Even so, some of the people we spoke with cautioned that, in addition to benefiting 
multiple generations, learning opportunities like these can create tension or conflict among 
generations with differing attitudes about issues like credit, banking or higher education. 

In addition, many people noted that the benefits of these courses will wholly depend on the 
implementation. In particular, people expressed concerns about teachers’ limited experience, 
training, and perspective related both to the subject matter itself and the lived experience of their 
students. Several people emphasized the need for significant guidance related to the curriculum, 
especially in schools that have a high turnover rate and where teachers are teaching many 
courses or may not have subject matter expertise. 

Similarly, several educators noted that the short implementation timeline created pressure on 
already overstretched schools and teachers and could lead to poorly planned or poorly executed 
implementation. 

Several families noted that teachers may not have the necessary understanding of students’ lived 
experience and how overwhelming some students might find the realities of navigating complex 
educational, vocational, and financial systems. In particular, several people suggested that it is 
important for teachers to understand how people from a wide variety of cultures relate to 
financial decision-making and future planning. In addition, some students voiced concerns that 
this type of learning can be overstimulating and that sometimes educators are not sufficiently 
informed about how to navigate issues like mental health and anxiety to help students effectively 
retain and apply learning in these areas. 
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Both students and adults expressed significant anxiety about the broader social context of 
students’ futures. In particular, many people were concerned about whether students would be 
able to find jobs that would allow them to afford their living expenses, to live where they want 
to, accommodate students’ needs or disabilities, build on and value students’ strengths and 
interests, and pay a living wage. 

GENERAL APPROACH TO CONTENT 

There were two notable themes that arose about both financial literacy and future planning: 1) 
focus on decision-making; and 2) practical applications. 

Decision-making 
First, people brought up decision-making as a key skill across both domains. People emphasized 
the need for students to learn how to: 

● Assess the pros and cons of any decision, 
● Make decisions for the short-term as well as the long-term 
● Break down long-term goals into actionable steps 

While nearly everyone felt that these topics are relevant to all students, we also heard a lot of 
overwhelm, fear and doubt from students about how to actually approach significant decisions. 
We also heard from some adults that long-term thinking is a challenge for the students they work 
with, and that they could use some skill-building in that regard. We also heard from many 
students that they wanted information, skills and context so that they can make more informed 
choices about how they want to participate. 

Applied and culturally relevant content 
The most consistent feedback we heard was the desire for these courses to be concrete, real, and 
hands-on. People expressed that desire in a range of ways. Some people talked about it being “in 
depth, not surface level” and involving actually going through getting connected and filling out 
applications, “not just a list of links.” Other people suggested simulations, mock interview 
practices, reviewing each others’ applications for scholarships or college, one-on-one interaction, 
field trips, and hands-on activities. 

Many people talked about the opportunity to connect youth with a range of community members, 
community partners, agencies, potential employers, etc. as part of these classes. In particular, 
some people felt strongly that schools should partner with culturally specific organizations to 
bring in people who reflect students’ identities and/or life experiences to share this information. 

Many students were excited about the experiential aspects of this learning – in particular we 
heard students talk with enthusiasm about career fair days, job shadowing, having people from 
different careers come in and talk about their jobs, visiting different workplaces, and field trips to 
see colleges. We also heard from some students the desire to hear from people who might have 
made mistakes and learned from them. In general, many people felt that having more 
perspectives and people involved in this class than just a single teacher would support student 
learning. 
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“How can we help teachers 
understand that they have 
students from different 
backgrounds who look at 
personal finance from a 
completely different lens?” 

QUESTIONS AND/OR AREAS OF DISAGREEMENT 

Flexibility 
There were a number of questions about how flexible the standards would be and whether all 
students would have to cover all the standards. Many people said that it would be helpful for 
there to be standardized learning expectations as related to these topics and that students would 
benefit from learning things even if they might not immediately apply to them. On the other 
hand, many people voiced that having the content being immediately applicable, actionable, and 
relevant would be most beneficial and that the course should focus on what is relevant and 
interesting to the students in the room. 

Particularly with HECPS, some students felt that 
“Even if it benefits 50% of student learning all the potential pathways will provide a 
population but we have to put 100% groundwork that they can draw on later, even if the 
of students through it - that’s a good information isn’t immediately relevant. Other 
value add.” students felt that the classes should be separated 

based on pathway or that students should be able to 
select which standards to focus on based on their interests. Families of students with disabilities 
were particularly concerned about whether their students in special education would be able to 
access this class, even if they need more support or are in separate classrooms. 

Course format: Standalone course vs. integration of concepts across electives 
Most people agreed that they would like to see these requirements as standalone classes; 
however, some people felt they would prefer to have the flexibility of integrating the standards 
into existing classes, or having multiple versions of the classes available. 

People who felt strongly that the courses should be standalone classes felt that separating the 
content from other courses would reflect the importance of the topics. Other people brought up 
concerns that if the classes were stand-alone or converted into several electives, students would 
take the class with the teacher they like rather than the course that is most relevant to them; or 
that social perception or stigma might also impact students’ choices (i.e. students wouldn’t take a 
class that would be beneficial to them because of how they thought others might perceive their 
choice). Some students brought up that choosing among electives is already hard and they would 
prefer not to have to choose between activities they enjoy (ex. band) and this class. In addition, 
adults who work with youth who change high schools shared concerns about how spreading 
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standards out across different courses in different 
“We would prefer it as a course districts could create additional barriers to meeting 
because it’s important, just like it’s the graduation requirements. 
important to learn English, writing, 
math and science as required Other students, as well as teachers at small schools, 
courses.” brought up concerns about already feeling 

overloaded with requirements. These people hoped 
that these new requirements could be integrated into existing classes rather than creating new 
ones. Some students felt that integrating these topics into electives would allow them to be more 
personalized, engaging, and relevant, such as integrating the content into an agriculture 
curriculum. Other people felt that there should be both required options and additional courses, 
so that there is room for everyone to learn the basics and for students to follow their interests and 
pursue additional learning on topics that are interesting/relevant to them. 

When these courses are offered 
People had different ideas about when these courses should happen in the course of students’ 
education. Some people at small schools or who work with student populations who move a lot 
within their high school years stated that they need flexibility about when to build these courses 
into students’ schedules. 

Many students felt strongly that these courses should be offered earlier in students’ high school 
education (freshman or sophomore year) because they felt that they would have helped them 
understand what was expected of them, understand the impact of their choices, and get support 
around their decisions, such as choosing classes, applying for jobs, and buying a car. Other 
students felt that they should be offered later (junior or senior year) because some of the content 
could be more applicable or specific and to support their transition out of high school. 

INPUT RELATED TO PERSONAL FINANCE EDUCATION 

Approach 

Cultural lens 
Many people brought up the different lenses that communities and cultures bring to personal 
finance, economic systems, and ideas about success. We heard a lot of reflections on frictions 
between dominant culture ideas about success and financial systems and wondering how that 
might be approached to support a diversity of students. Generally, we heard many people voice 
that they valued how these requirements might help to level the playing field or give students 
who had historically had less access to building wealth more skills to “navigate the system.” And 
yet, some people felt that these new courses should integrate alternative perspectives…and yet 
others felt that standards will generally reflect mainstream/dominant cultural paradigms and 
pointed to community organizations and other staff in schools as the best people to adapt to meet 
the culturally specific/culturally appropriate needs for specific populations. Many organizations 
we spoke with have curricula that they have designed for populations they serve or that would 
benefit their community. There are significant existing resources that have already been 
developed that will be useful to draw on or build on. 
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As an example of a friction between mainstream systems and specific communities, debt is 
forbidden for Muslims, which blocks Muslims out of the US banking system. People shared 
about alternative systems like savings clubs which help people make capital investments without 
bank loans. Some of the people we talked to brought up how these alternative economic systems 

are often dismissed by a dominant cultural paradigm. 
Other people also brought up the question of alternatives 

“Every economic consideration is to traditional banking for families and/or communities 
about acting to ensure there is who don’t have access to, interest in, or experience with 
survival of family, kin.” the banking system in the US. 

Similarly, some people hoped these classes 
“Thinking about loans and compound might interrupt some of those dominant cultural 
interest…I know for me personally and ideas, such as by including examples of 
lots of other queer folks, I’m thinking - nontraditional success, destigmatizing 
we’re on the verge of climate collapse. “unskilled” labor, interrupting ableist ideas 
How’s that going to change things?” about who can manage money, destigmatizing 

talking about money, and considering how these 
topics relate to climate collapse. Many people felt that it is important for students to develop an 
understanding of what success could mean for them on a personal basis, rather than one 
particular dominant definition of success. 

We also heard people reflect on the relationship between personal finance education and our 
broader economic system. Some students wanted greater exploration of how our economic 
system was created and developed in order to inform their financial decisions. Some of the first 
and second-generation students who participated in conversations shared that their families 
migrated to the US for financial stability. They want to learn about the economic and political 
drivers that have led to their families’ and communities’ financial decisions so that they could 
make more informed choices about how they would like to participate. 

In addition, some people feel that the standards/curriculum should avoid perpetuating an 
individualistic paradigm about financial management. Some people brought up that calculations 
about having children or supporting dependents should be included in this course, both for 
students who might already be parents as well as to inform students’ decisions about becoming 
parents after high school. Independence and autonomy was a theme we heard across many 
conversation, particularly with youth. We also heard from specific communities that students’ 
transitioning to living independently at 18 was not necessarily their cultural practice or goal. 
Some people wished that the standards included greater focus on sharing resources and family or 
community-scale financial management. Some people brought up that the course should 
highlight kinship cultures and alternative economic models. 

Poverty-informed approach 
Many people brought up the need for an approach which recognizes the shame, scarcity mindset, 
and negative experiences that many students and their families might have experienced related to 
money. 
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Some other people wanted to ensure that the course does not suggest that “if you used the 
system, you wouldn’t be poor” and to avoid framing poverty as the result of personal choices as 
opposed to a structural/systemic issue. Many people, including students, hope that this new 
course can help to address social stigma around poverty and income inequality by building 
students’ skills as well as creating greater awareness within classrooms. 

Related to the idea that the curriculum should be broadly poverty informed, many people 
suggested that students should learn how to apply for and manage public benefits, including 
unemployment, housing vouchers, SNAP, TANF, SSI, or other benefits that they might be 
eligible for. They also suggested that the course at least introduce the relationship between work 
and benefit eligibility. 

“There’s no education about our welfare system at all and what 
it looks like to be added on there - you can’t level up in your 
life / can’t get a raise if you want to still be on assistance - how 
can we keep ourselves out of that? Or can we change that 
system so that a person isn’t stuck in that cycle of poverty for 
the rest of that person’s life?” 

“Make sure students have access to that information 
so [they] can both work and receive [their] benefits.” 

“This is a big issue in the domestic violence world -
getting kicked off public benefits because the 
threshold is so low that you’re losing money if you 
choose to work as a single mom with kids. A lot of 
people don’t know that.” 

Specific Feedback on Standards 

Credit & Debt 
Many people emphasized that students must understand credit and debt because of how it can 
impact students’ long-term financial health. Some people emphasized the importance of 
understanding how debt operates in a societal context, while others focused on very specific 
applications that students might face. Here are some of the suggestions made by people we spoke 
with: 

● Understanding the difference between credit and debit cards 
● Credit and navigating the terms of a loan, including interest rates and what happens if you 

can’t repay a loan 
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● For some students (ex. incarcerated students), very basic instruction about how to use a 
credit card machine. 

● Financing a car (note: this was brought up many times, both as a decision students 
wanted help with and as an example adults gave of an unwise financial decision) 

● Credit scores: how to build your credit, how often you should be looking at it, what can 
impact it, and how not to damage it 

● Inherited debt 
● Predatory loans - People who work with students with disabilities particularly mentioned 

the need to focus on “being safe” and how to avoid being taken advantage of. 

Banking, Investment, Repayment & Savings 
Similarly to issues related to credit and debt, there was significant interest in issues related to 
banks and investments broadly and to the details of how individuals interact with banks and 
investment decisions. Some of the specifics people mentioned include: 

● Opening a bank account (particularly student accounts, IDAs or other targeted 
opportunities). People who work with students in juvenile detention particularly 
mentioned that students are not permitted to open accounts while they are in the facility 
but receive a check when they leave the institution. 

● Technology, like online banking and apps to invest in the stock market. 
● How to protect your money in the bank, particularly in relation to banking technology. 
● How to handle a windfall (such as a tax refund, per capita Tribal payment, inheritance, 

etc.) 
● Stock market investing 
● Buying a house 
● How to cash a check 
● Investment – Black students and people who work with low-income students particularly 

mentioned that these skills are often not shared with them/their students. 

It is also important to note that several people mentioned specific cultural practices related to 
saving, banking, and investing. Some of those people suggested that any curriculum used should 
make space for exploring those practices. We also heard that lack of proper identity documents 
and parents’ attitudes or distrust of banks are both significant barriers to students’ abilities to 
engage with those systems. 

Budgeting, spending, money management. 
Many people suggested that the core of the curriculum should be about money management. 
There were a broad range of suggestions about what should be covered in classes related to 
budgeting and spending: 

● Understanding what it actually costs to live – this was brought up by almost all the people 
we talked with. 

● Using financial technology (ex. budging apps and digital tools) 
● Emergency savings and how to save money to get through hard times 
● Skills to make healthy positive choices, including how to distinguish between wants and 

needs, being educated about how to make smart financial decisions, being aware of how 
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much food you need, whether it is better to save for something or buy it now, and what to 
do with a tax return or lump sum of money 

● How to balance a checkbook 
● How to budget for and apply for an apartment 
● Managing anxiety and psychology around money. One student suggested there should be 

a lesson around serotonin and dopamine. Other students shared stories about people who 
were anxious about spending any money and felt students need to learn that “not all 
spending is bad.” 

● How inflation influences prices 

Parents of students with disabilities particularly mentioned hoping students would learn to 
manage their SSI benefits and how to access support, like designating a Representative Payee for 
people who need support in managing their money. 

Personal Income, Taxes & Services 
Several people mentioned that any course involving personal financial education should teach 
students how to think about and file taxes. Here are some of the topic that people would like to 
see covered: 

● How to fill out taxes, including services that might be helpful 
● How to receive tax returns 
● How immigration status intersects with taxes and tax returns 
● Consequences of not paying taxes 
● W-2s and other forms – what they are and how to fill them out properly 
● Why we pay taxes, how taxes are used and how people can have a say in the services that 

are provided through the taxes they pay 

Note on Integrating PFE with math 
Many people voiced concerns about PFE being too tied to a math curriculum. Some people were 
concerned that students who struggle with math would not be able to get to PFE because of 
prerequisites. Some people were concerned that other dimensions to PFE that are not related to 
math would not be addressed if PFE were integrated into a math class. Most students we talked 
with felt that PFE should not be integrated into math classes for various reasons. In particular, 
people thought students would have a more negative perception of the class content if it was part 
of a math course. Participants also said that while some math teachers may have some of the 
skills or knowledge to teach PFE, they are concerned that many math teachers lack the right skill 
sets to teach many of the PFE concepts. On the other hand, some people who work in small 
schools brought up the need for flexibility in who is teaching the course as well as where it is 
placed and whether there are prerequisites. Some students felt excited about the idea that this 
class could replace or satisfy an existing math requirement. 

INPUT RELATED TO HIGHER EDUCATION AND CAREER PATH SKILLS 
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Approach 

Strengths-based approach 
Many people advised that this course should take a strengths-based approach, helping students 
learn more about their strengths and interests. Some people hoped that this course would support 
experimentation, encourage students to try things out, and awareness of the economic landscape, 
including introducing students to a greater range of possible options, rather than suggesting a 
particular set of steps. Several people were critical of the idea that college is presented as a 
pinnacle and felt it is important that other pathways are not presented as lesser. We also heard 
about many positive and successful existing programs, classes, and experiences and many people 
hoped these new requirements would expand what already exists and build on it. 

Related to that desire, many people had questions about whether all students would cover all 
standards, or whether students would focus on the areas most relevant to their interests/plans. 
Some people felt that there should be separate classes or pathways through the requirements 
based on whether you were applying for college, trade school, or planning to enter a job after 
high school. Other people felt that classes should be separated based on whether people knew 
what they wanted to do after high school or not—so that those who know what they want to 
pursue could focus on filling out applications and getting additional certifications and those who 
aren’t sure can focus on exploration. 

On the other hand, many people felt that “students should be aware of all the options and what 
you need to do for each of them.” We specifically heard concern from families with students 
who have a disability and/or are English learners that their students would be steered to a 
particular career or higher education pathway that is limiting and doesn’t take into account 
students’ interests and strengths. These families want to see their students provided with a wider 
breadth of opportunities. In addition, several students 
voiced concern about changing their mind later and felt it “Cleaning and janitorial jobs 
would be helpful to cover all the domains so that they had are not the only thing students 
groundwork they could build from later. with disabilities can do.” 

Understanding Systems 
Many people voiced frustration that systems are difficult to 
navigate and it is hard to identify and understand the 
pathways to college, careers, apprenticeships, and financial 
aid. Several people talked about needing to make systems 
transparent to support families. Many people, including 

“Our school is a third of families who are first-generation mig g

“ODHS has funds for college 
for McKinney-Vento students 
but no one was using it 
because they didn’t know and 
the process was complicated.” 

predominantly and sometimes the systems need to be made transparent to support 
families…like how Oregon Promise and FAFSA work…for first-generation college 
students, how college works is daunting. Apprenticeships for trades [also] aren’t super 
apparent and muddled…Making systems more transparent and more outreach to help kids 
who may not have considered plumbing [would be helpful].” 
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most of the students we talked with, brought up getting overwhelmed by the number of options, 
and the steps it takes to get into a career or reach a goal. In reviewing the draft standards, 
students voiced concerns that it might be “an information dump” and brought up the need to 
receive opportunities in ways that they can understand. 

Specific Feedback on Standards 

Seeking Assistance and Self-Advocacy 
As mentioned elsewhere, navigating systems and public benefits were both major themes in our 
conversations. People had suggestions related to assistance and self-advocacy across both 
HECPS and PFE and some people suggested that this domain should be moved to PFE rather 
than HECPS. Specific things people mentioned included: 

● Navigating bias and discrimination 
● Accessing mental health and drug and addiction support. People who work with Native 

youth mentioned that this is an area where there is a strong need for culturally competent, 
equity-informed approach. 

● Knowing your rights in the workplace, including whether it is legal for a boss to prevent 
you from talking about your salary. People who work with students in the justice system 
felt that it would be helpful for students who have a criminal record to be aware of their 
rights so they don’t get taken advantage of by potential employers. 

● How to negotiate a pay raise 
● How to quit a job 
● Accommodations for disability 
● Self-advocacy skills, including identifying and reaching out to services in the community, 

gathering information, and asking for help when you need it. Families of students with 
disabilities particularly emphasized the importance of these skills for their students and 
all students. 

Some students felt that these topics are already covered in other classes at their school, while 
others felt that these topics are definitely not covered elsewhere. 

“How do we help students get ready 
while they are also thinking in terms of 
‘is the system going to be fair to me?” 

Career Exploration and Preparation 
Many people talked about the opportunity to connect youth with a range of community members, 
community partners, agencies, potential employers, etc. as part of these classes. In particular, 
some people felt strongly that schools should partner with culturally specific organizations to 
bring in people who reflect students' identities and/or life experiences to share this information. 
We heard this desire from some students as well. Many students brought up and got excited 
about experiential aspects of this learning – in particular we heard excitement about career fair 
days, job shadowing, having people from different careers come in and talk about their jobs, 
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visiting different workplaces, opportunities to try jobs or have hands-on experiences, and field 
trips to see colleges. We also heard from some students the desire to hear from people who might 
have made mistakes and learned from them. In general, many people felt that having more 
perspectives and people involved in this class than just a single teacher would support student 
learning. 

We also heard particularly from families of English learners and/or disabilities that 
understanding the implications of having your own business would be helpful. 

“[My] biggest hope for young people is that they aspire and find ways to have 
sustainable employment they could thrive in and not just survive. For any low 
paying job it means not living in Portland…[we] would love to have better 
avenues for young people to get into union/ labor jobs…a lot of our kids have 
criminal histories and barriers that get in the way. In an ideal world, [there’s] aid 
that doesn’t need to be paid back to get out of poverty.” 

“I want to be able to live in a world where you feel like you can follow your dreams, 
have access to tools such as community-based learning, and culturally specific centers 
and career centers.” 

Post-Secondary Readiness 
There was significant interest in having more support around financial aid, college application 
process, and understanding and choosing among different post-secondary options such as 
community college, 2-year vs. 4-year degrees, etc., particularly in relation to money and 
decisions about debt. Specific topics people mentioned included: 

● Support with the Common App, ACT and SAT. Some students felt strongly that this 
support should be available to everyone at school rather than relying on tutoring. 

● Financial aid. We heard particularly from people who work with unaccompanied and 
undocumented students that it was important to not single out students in the classroom, 
but that the course should direct students to the right person at the school without singling 
them out. We heard from families of students with disabilities that helping families 
understand the process so that they can help their students is critical. 

● Comparing joining the military with other options 
● Navigating apprenticeship application processes 

“This year FAFSA changed…the application opened late and things 
were constantly changing. Having guidance for that stuff would be 
totally helpful. My school had an optional FAFSA night but having it in 
class would be better because people couldn’t all make it to the optional 
night, and [having financial aid] makes or breaks your education.” 
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Workforce Readiness 
Many people brought up the need for students to understand and gain “soft skills” and 
expectations around workplace or classroom conduct. People spoke about a range of different 
skills, including timeliness, collaboration, and responsiveness. Specific things people mentioned 
include: 

● On-the-job conduct, including what to wear, timeliness, navigating pay and salary 
conversations, and communication expectations 

● Job interviews - People who work with justice-impacted youth particularly mentioned 
that students need to be able to tell their story and overcome negative perceptions about 
challenging events in their past as part of an interview process. 

● How to navigate required traits for your job, including developing literacy in required 
applications or software 

● Understanding how unions work 
● Rights in the workplace 
● We heard from English learners that learning English is an important aspect of future and 

workforce readiness 

We heard from many people that this topic could be relevant to students’ current jobs as well as 
future ambitions. Students in rural schools in particular felt that these topics should be offered 
earlier in high school because many students start working in 8th and 9th grade, although may be 
applying for different types of jobs after high school. 

Note on basic resources 
Many people we talked with brought up significant barriers that students face when planning for 
their futures. In addition to the barriers named elsewhere, a significant challenge that several 
people brought up is students’ not having the basic resources they need or systems in place to 
manage their lives, such as housing and transportation. Transportation was a major theme that 
emerged in our conversations. Additionally, many of the people we talked to who work with 
youth brought up challenges about students’ access to their or their families paperwork, such as 
identity documents, etc. 

Caution 
Several people mentioned the difficulties youth have in thinking ahead, particularly into the far 
future. In addition, some people brought up that the environments their students are in, 
particularly for incarcerated youth, may not be conducive to thinking about the future. 

CONCLUSION 

Over and over, we heard enthusiasm from both youth and families for including these important 
subjects, topics and skills in what students learn about in high school. Even with the short 
timeline of this project, community groups that we had connected with in 2022 were eager to 
continue the discussion, to hear about ODE’s decisions, and have a say in this next phase. We 
applaud and encourage ODE to continue prioritizing community engagement, letting 
communities know how their input was used (or not) and why, as they shape these new 
requirements and address other critical issues that impact students and families in Oregon. 
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Appendix A. Domain Concepts 

Appendix B. Plain language version of domain concepts 

Appendix C. Community conversation guide/framework (coming soon!)

 Appendix D. Slides used in community conversations 

Appendix E. Community connector protocol 
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Appendix A. Domain Concepts 

Personal Financial Education Concepts 

DOMAIN A: DOMAIN B: DOMAIN C: DOMAIN D: DOMAIN E: 
Credit & Debt Banking, Investing, 

Repayment & 
Saving 

Budgeting, 
Spending & Money 

Management 

Personal Income, 
Taxes & Services 

Maintaining 
Financial 
Well-being 

● Credit scores 

● building credit 

● the costs and 

benefits of 

borrowing money 

● long-term impacts 

of high or low credit 

scores 

● Investments, asset 

building and debt 

● open a bank 

account 

● types of bank 

accounts 

● compound interest 

● loan repayment 

● investment options 

● types of retirement 

accounts 

● budget, tracking and 

modifying spending 

patterns 

● understanding 

insurance products 

● common costs 

associated with 

rentals and home 

ownership 

● Taxes 

● tax credits 

● tax cycles 

● state and federal tax 

forms 

● federal, state, 

regional and local 

taxes 

● financial well-being 

● behavioral 

economics and 

psychology of 

money 

● trends in financial 

health consumer 

skills 

● fraud and identity 

theft prevention 



Higher Education & Career Path Skills Concepts 

DOMAIN A: 

Seeking 
Assistance and 
Self-Advocacy 

DOMAIN B: 

Career Exploration & 
Preparation 

DOMAIN C & D: 

Post-Secondary 
Readiness 

DOMAIN E: 

Workforce Readiness 

● Seeking assistance ● improving employability ● Applying for ● Applying for jobs 
● accessing skills post-secondary learning ● Preparing a resume 

community ● community-based ● job training opportunities ● Job applications 
resources experiential learning and programs that do not ● Interview skills 

● acting as a self ● gaining knowledge of require a four-year degree 
advocate for mental, career opportunities; ● Applying for admission to a 
physical and ● Applying for post-secondary institution 
financial well-being apprenticeships and how to 

meet the prerequisites 
of education 

● Applying for financial aid 
and scholarships 



 
      

 

      

             

  
   

Appendix D. 
Slides used in community 
conversations 

WELCOME! 
Please share in the chat : 

Name 

Where you are joining from today 

When you think about your future, what is one thing you are excited about? 



 

          

         

INTRODUCTIONS 

Oregon’s Kitchen Table is a statewide program that creates ways for 

community members to influence the decisions that affect their lives. 



  

     
      
   
   

   

     
   

   
   
    

   

  

   

  
 

    

Today's discussion 
Our Goal: 

Today we want to hear and 
learn from all of you what you 
think students should know 
about planning for their 
futures and managing their 
money.
This is your opportunity to tell 
the Oregon Department of 
Education what you think 
about the things students 
should learn in these new 
classes. 

BACKGROUND 

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION 

WHOLE GROUP DISCUSSION 

NEXT STEPS AND 

APPRECIATIONS 

PAIRS / TRIOS ~ SHARE 



DISCUSSION GUIDELINES 

be 

respectful of 
your 

neighbors 

 

   

 

 
 

 
 

  

everyone 

listen with brings different help us hear 
curiosity experiences everybody 

and ideas 



          
             

          
          

           
         

            
  

    

   

PAIRS / TRIOS 

4 minutes in pairs 

Students: When you think about your future - like what job 

you might have or if you want to go to college or some other 
training - what gets you excited? Or, what makes you feel 
nervous? Can you explain why you feel that way about it? 

Adults: If you look back at the first five years after high 

school, is there something you wish you had learned more 

about while you were still in high school? It could be a skill 
or a topic. 



  full text: https://tinyurl.com/sb-domains-full 

https://tinyurl.com/sb-domains-full


  full text: https://tinyurl.com/sb-domains-full 

https://tinyurl.com/sb-domains-full


        
         
    

  
   
 

DISCUSSION 

Think about the knowledge and skil ls that are in 

these domains. How do you think they do or don't 
reflect your community and culture? 

15 minutes 

Choose a notetaker and 

reporter 



          
 

         
         
     

        
        

  

DISCUSSION 

Now we’re going to ask you to think about both these 
topics. 

What skil ls do you think students need to succeed in 
planning for their next steps after high school and in 
learning to manage their own f inances? 
What do you believe will help students acquire these 
skil ls? This could be about you personally or students 
you work with. 



        
      

    SHARE IN THE CHAT 

What's something you wish for your future, or for 
the future of students you work with? 



  

   
  

  
 

 

   
  

 
   

  
   

  

   
  

 
  

 
  

   

  
  

  
   

  
  

  
 

NEXT STEPS 

OKT will create a 

summary of what 
we heard from 

students, families 

and educators. 

Your input will help 

ODE create draft 
standards. They'll 

also use your ideas 

to create guidance 

for schools on how 

to teach these 

classes. 

Later this spring, the 

State Board of 
Education will 
decide on the 

standards. School 
districts will then 

use the standards in 

classes. 

Starting with the 

class of 2027, 
students will need 

to take and pass 

these courses to 

graduate. This is 

in addition to 

other graduation 

requirements. 



OKT Contacts for any follow up:: 
Eliot Feenstra (feen@pdx.edu) 
Sarah Giles (sagiles@pdx.edu) 

Tiff Ganir (tganir@pdx.edu) 

      
   

  
  

mailto:tganir@pdx.edu
mailto:sagiles@pdx.edu
mailto:feen@pdx.edu


Appendix E. Community Connector Interview Protocol 

Oregon’s New High School Graduation Requirements 
Community Connector Interviews 

Background and Questions 

Background: 
In 2021, the Oregon state legislature passed Senate Bill 744. This bill directed the Department of 
Education to review Oregon’s high school graduation requirements, engage community members 
from across the state, and then make any recommendations to the legislature about changing those 
requirements. In 2022, Oregon’s Kitchen Table worked with the Oregon Department of Education 
to hear from Oregonians about what they thought high school students should know and be able to 
show in order to graduate from high school. We heard from a lot of Oregonians from different 
communities that personal finance and post-secondary and career path readiness were high 
priorities. ODE included these as recommendations to the state legislature and in 2023, the 
legislature passed a bill requiring students to complete credits in Personal Finance Education and 
Higher Education & Career Path Skills. 

Now ODE and OKT are following up with many of the community groups who gave their input a 
few years ago about the standards for these new requirements. 

The purpose of Oregon’s newest diploma requirements are to: 
● Provide students opportunities to acquire a variety of real-world skills 
● Enable students to focus on the practical application of financial literacy to future 

aspirations 
● Establish dedicated time for all students to receive support in developing interview skills 

and resumes, applying for financial aid, and completing employment and/or college 
applications 

● Promote students’ successful transition to career, college, and adult life. 
● Provide access to knowledge and skills that may not have been available to groups who are 

historically and currently underserved 

Questions 
● How have you been involved (or not) in discussions around students learning either or both 

of these topics? 

Personal Finance Education Questions 
(The concepts that are part of this topic are below if that is helpful) 



● How do people in your community talk about personal finance and skills they’d like to 
have? 

● What do you hope that students in your community have learned and can do as a result of 
their education around personal finance? 

● What would it look like for your community’s culture and experiences to be reflected in 
classes that teach personal finance? 

● What challenges do you anticipate for students' gaining those skills? 

● How do you think students could show they’ve achieved those skills? 

Higher Education & Career Path Skills Questions 
(The concepts that are part of this topic are below if that is helpful) 

● What do you think would be most helpful for youth in your community to learn about and 
be able to do around planning for their education or careers? 

● How do people in your community talk about what youth plan to do after high school? 

● What would it look like for your community’s culture and experiences to be reflected in 
classes focused on planning for higher education and career paths? 

● What are the barriers that you think keep students in your community from gaining the 
skills to be able to plan for their future after high school? 

● How do you think students could show they’ve achieved those skills? 

Is there anything else you think ODE should keep in mind as they create standards for 
classes on these two topics? 

OUTREACH and ENGAGEMENT QUESTIONS 

● Would you be interested in working with us to host a community conversation in early 
April with people in your community? What would help you to do that? 

● What are good days / times / activities in early April for hosting a conversation with people 
in your community? 

● Is there anyone else you can think of that we should be talking to who might want to 
organize a community conversation on these new requirements? 

● What needs are you aware of that members of your community have in order to be able to 
participate? (childcare, food, setting, meeting set-up, materials, etc.) 
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Personal Financial Education Concepts 

DOMAIN A: DOMAIN B: DOMAIN C: DOMAIN D: DOMAIN E: 
Credit & Debt Banking, 

Investing, 
Repayment & 

Saving 

Budgeting, 
Spending & 

Money 
Management 

Personal 
Income, Taxes 
& Services 

Maintaining 
Financial 
Well-being 

● Credit scores ● Investments, ● Budget, tracking ● Taxes ● Financial 
● Building credit asset building and modifying ● Tax credits well-being 
● Costs and and debt spending ● Tax cycles ● Behavioral 

benefits of ● Open a bank patterns ● State and federal economics and 
borrowing money account ● Understanding tax forms psychology of 

● Long-term ● Types of bank insurance ● Federal, state, money 
impacts of high or accounts products regional and ● Trends in 
low credit scores ● Compound 

interest 
● Loan repayment 
● Investment 

options 
● Types of 

retirement 
accounts 

● Common costs 
associated with 
rentals and home 
ownership 

local taxes financial health 
consumer skills 

● Fraud and 
identity theft 
prevention 

Higher Education & Career Path Skills Concepts 

DOMAIN A: 
Seeking Assistance 
and Self-Advocacy 

DOMAIN B: 
Career Exploration & 

Preparation 

DOMAIN C & D: 
Post-Secondary 

Readiness 

DOMAIN E: 
Workforce Readiness 

● Seeking ● Improving ● Applying for ● Applying for jobs 
assistance, employability skills post-secondary ● Preparing a resume 

● Accessing ● Community-based learning ● Job applications 
community experiential learning ● Job training ● Interview skills 
resources ● Gaining knowledge of opportunities and

● Acting as a self career opportunities; programs that do not
advocate for ● Applying for require a four-year
mental, physical apprenticeships and degree
and financial how to meet the ● Applying for
well-being prerequisites admission to a 

post-secondary
institution of 
education 

● Applying for
financial aid and 
scholarships 
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